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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing this kit. We are sure that it will provide you with
many hours of enjoyment.
Please take the time to read this entire manual before building this
boat. You will become familiar with the building order, and less likely
to make mistakes.
This kit is not a toy. Although R/C boating is a fun and rewarding hobby, it can be dangerous if not
done with common sense and safety in mind. Just about anyone should be able to build this kit, but it
should not be operated by children without close adult supervision.
Here are a few safety tips:


Never operate your boat alone. If you get hurt, you may not be able to drive for help.



Never, ever operate your boat in an area where there are full size boats or swimmers. If
something happens, a 15 pound object traveling at 60+ mph can do serious damage.



Always use a failsafe. This shuts the engine off in the event of radio signal loss. Test
the failsafe each day of running, by shutting off your transmitter.



Always carry a fire extinguisher, as gasoline is extremely flammable.

The manufacturer assumes no liability for damages or other loss in the use of this product, as
we have no control over the construction or end use of this product.

Purpose

The SLR Missile Thunderboat is a new and improved boat, based on our popular Bullitt Thunderboat.
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This record holding design was developed by Scott Liddycoat, full size boat racer
(holder of several US 1 championships) and monster truck driver.
Hence the SLR designation for Scott Liddycoat Racing.
Thunderboats are scale type hydros specifically designed for gasoline power.
The Missile was designed as an easy to build kit that is also easy to setup, and
very predictable to drive. It has excellent stability and turning ability, and handles
rough water very well.
The secret to its outstanding performance is the modern design features, such as
the sponson angle of attack, non-trip and deck crown. All these elements add up to
an aerodynamically sound design.
The SLR Missile adds several new design elements that make the boat more
efficient (faster) and easier to build.
The SLR Missile is also legal in all Thunderboat classes in both IMPBA and
NAMBA.
You can build this boat without having the engine or radio, but it does make it
easier to have them available when you build.
You can use any gasoline engine, as long as it has mounts for 5 inch rails.
Please note that this boat was designed for the Zenoah style marine engines.
Other engines may not fit without cutting, and may not fit under the cowling.

The SLR Missile was designed and optimized through 4 different hulls.
This allows us to make small changes, and provides you with the very best we
have to offer for performance and ease of assembly.
Because of this, the pictures may differ slightly from your parts, or a picture may
seem out of sequence. This is normal, and is due mostly to running changes in the
design.
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Preparation
Tools and supplies needed to build:


Small wood plane (mini plane)



Sanding blocks with 80 and 220 grit paper



Drill with bits



Square



FLAT Workbench



Titebond III wood glue



Good quality 30 minute epoxy



Epoxy finishing resin, West Systems epoxy, MAS epoxy, etc.



Lots of clamps! Spring clamps, paper clamps, c clamps, etc.



Razor saw



Masking tape



Wood filler



Primer



Paint
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Additional items needed to complete:


Gasoline engine (Zenoah 260PUM with 257 carburetor recommended).



.250 Collet for engine (Zipp 3440)



.250 36 inch cable w/welded stub shaft (Zipp 3445)



Tuned pipe w/drop header (Zipp 2011 and 2018)

 2 channel surface radio with 1 standard and 1 heavy duty servo (150 in/oz minimum)


Throttle pushrod (2-56 or 4-40 Size) with Clevises (Zipp 3462 and 3459)



2- 4-40x12 Pushrods (Zipp 3463)



¼”-5/16” OD carbon pushrod



2 pushrod seals (Zipp 3404 or 3422)



12.5-17 ounce Fuel Cell (Zipp 3504 or 3506)



.250 strut (Zipp 3416)



.250 drive dog (Zipp 3442 or 3448)



7016/3 or 6717/3 prop (Zipp 4003)



Prop nuts (Zipp 3450)



Engine Mounts (Zipp 3409 for Zenoah)



Cable grease (Zipp 3532)



Large rudder (water pickup type) (Zipp 3413)



8 feet large silicone tubing (water line) (Zipp 3461)



12 inch length of 11/32 brass tubing (Zipp 3453)



36 inch length of 5/16 brass tubing (Zipp 3452)



Optional Floatation (pool noodles, foam, etc.)
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Before we can start building, we need to do some prep work. Good prep work will pay off later
with a straight, true running boat.
First, we need a flat work surface. Nothing else will do.
The entire boat will be built on this, so make sure it is right.
We are ready to start the build!
Let’s identify the parts in the sheets. Don’t remove the parts until you actually need them, as
some look similar, but are not the same. This boat is not symmetrical. The right and left are not
the same, so it is critical that you note the parts correctly, or they will not fit. Note that all
reference to right or left are as if you were sitting in the boat.
All parts are marked with either a laser etch or two holes. Two holes ALWAYS indicate right
side.
A note about glue:
We use and recommend Titebond III wood glue for most of the construction.
This is available at Home Depot or Lowes.
For any raw wood to wood joint, we prefer Titebond III.
For any joint that is not wood, or wood that has been sealed, we recommend 30 minute epoxy.
The decks should always be glued with 30 minute epoxy, as they will already have been sealed
with two coats of epoxy.
You can also build the entire boat with 30 minute epoxy if you wish.
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We like the Great Planes 11 inch bar sanders

Epoxy brush trimmed for fast epoxy application

Use good quality epoxy and finishing resin

Your life will be much easier with one of these

Get lots of these
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Let’s get started
Bottom
The first thing to be done is to join the
bottom halves.
Use 30 minute epoxy for this.
Bottom ready for assembly. Test fit first.
Sand off the tiny bumps where the edges
meet. Test fit the bottoms, as well as the
front extensions.
Tape the two bottom sheets tightly
together on one side.
On the other side, use a continuous strip
of tape on the seam. This will be a tape
hinge. Carefully remove the tape you put
on the other side.

Bottom halves and extensions epoxied.

Mix up some 30 minute epoxy and coat
both edges while you open up the tape
hinge. Make sure both edges are coated
well.
Close the hinge, wipe off excess glue and
glue the front extensions in place.
Work quickly.
Tightly tape everything and set aside
overnight.
If you are concerned about the sides not
meeting correctly, put waxed paper under
and over the bottom, and stack weights
along all seams to keep it flat.

Note tape.

Laminates
Laminate the 4 engine rails into two ¼ inch
rails.
All engine rail parts are identical.
Engine rails before laminating (above), and after.
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Bulkhead 3 has 3 laminations: 3, 3A and
FD.

Lay bulkheads 3 and 3A with the two holes
on your left. Using Titebond III, glue 3A on
top of 3. Be sure that both bulkheads line up
all
the
way
around.
Use scrap 1/8 wood to be sure that the slots
are lined up correctly.

Bulkheads 3, 3A and FD.

Clamp until cured.

Glue the turn fin doubler (FD) to 3A with
Titebond III. Use a scrap of 1/8 ply to be
sure that the slot is lined up.

Clamp until cured.
BH3 and 3A laminated. FD ready.

Install the two blind nuts to the turn fin
doubler with 30 minute epoxy.
Laminate the parts of the pipe mount (PM).

FD Doubler installation.
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Jig clamped to board.
Pipe mount parts laminated.

Frame assembly
Remove all of the interior parts of the
building jig and clamp, screw or nail it to
your flat work surface.
If you are married, we do not recommend
the kitchen table for this…

Make sure that the two holes in the rear
of the jig are on your left side. This is the
hull’s right side, and you will put all
bulkheads in place with the two holes on
the same side.

Our building board is two pieces of ¾ MDF.

Glue the bulkheads into the slots in the jig.
Be sure that the bulkheads are 90 degrees
to the jig, and are fully seated in the jig slots.
Use a square.
Bulkhead 3 assembly should go in place so
that the blind nuts are facing forward.
Engine rails in place. Note tape.
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Glue in the engine rails with Titebond or
epoxy.
Glue to bulkheads 1, 2 and 3.
Run a strip of tape between bulkheads 1
and 3. Just tight enough to keep the
bulkheads tight against the engine rails.

BH2 must be straight up so that the bottom will fit.

Use a square to be sure that bulkhead 2
remains straight up.

Bulkhead 2 straight across and square.
Use a straight edge across bulkhead 2 to
make sure it is straight. If not, the bottom
won’t fit.
Allow to cure.

Note that air vents are on the left side.

Test fit and glue both side stringers.
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Be sure that the stringer with cooling slots
goes on the side opposite the two holes
(opposite side from the turn fin). These
cooling slots help cool the tuned pipe, and
should be retained.

Side stringer being glued in place. Note clamps.
Clamp at bulkheads 4 and 5, and tape the
rear corners tightly.

Before the glue dries, check to be sure that
the stringers are lined up with each forward
bulkhead (1, 2 and 3). See picture.
This is mainly cosmetic, but it will make it
easier to install the sponson decks later.
Side stringers flush with bulkhead edge.

When cured, glue the transom (T) to the
back of bulkhead 6.
Center it so that it if flush at the top and
bottom, as well as both sides.
The bevels will not line up.
Clamp well and allow to cure. We like to
clamp a piece of straight wood or metal to
the transom while laminating it to bulkhead
6.
Wood clamped to transom to keep it straight.
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Glue in the transom brace at this time.
This is glued into the front of bulkhead 6,
and will fit into the bottom later.
Brace can go in either way.

Transom brace glued in place. Transom not yet
laminated in this photo.

Inner Chines
Glue in both inner chines (IC and RIC).
Be sure that they are flush, or nearly so, with
the bulkheads.

Inner chines in place.
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Bottom
Sand the bulkheads, rails and stringers so
that there are no bumps or other
irregularities that would prevent the bottom
from sitting flat.
Test fit the bottom assembly onto the frame.
Tip: Leave strips of masking tape in place
on the outside of the bottom. The tape will
help prevent the bottom seam from splitting
before you apply the fiberglass cloth later.
Be sure that the bottom fits well, and all slots
line up. Plan your clamping and weights
now.

Lots of weight, tape and clamps on the bottom.

When you are happy with the fit, use
Titebond or epoxy to glue the bottom in
place. Work quickly.
Clamp and weight as much as you can.
We use several batteries along with some 5
pound weights.
Don’t forget to snap in the transom brace.
Double check that all tabs are in slots, and
everything looks good.
When in doubt, add more weight.
Quickly check and adjust the angle of
bulkhead 3. It must be 100% square to the
sides.
Loosen the clamp and adjust until 90
degrees. Double check this.
This is critical on the turn fin side, as it will
cause the boat to run funny if not right.

Checking that BH3 is perfectly square.

Do the other side as well. Work quickly
before the glue dries.
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Outer Chines
After the bottom has cured, glue in both
outer chines (OC and ROC).
These fit into the slots, and just glue to the
bottom at the tip.

Sponson Chines
and
Spray Rails

Outer chine in place.

Sand a slight bevel on the tips of the
sponson chines (SC and RSC) so that
they fit against BH1 nicely.

Sponson chine in place. Glue spray rail at the
same time.

Bevel the front of the sponson chines here.
When satisfied with the fit, glue in place.
Glue in the spray rails (not marked, and
R) at the same time.
Clamp as needed, and be sure that the
spray rails are sitting on the bulkheads.
Spray rail glued in place. Clamp to SC.

Allow to cure
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Rear Non-Trip
Check the fit of the rear non-trip pieces.
You will probably need to bevel them very
slightly near bulkhead 4. Use your
sanding block with 80 grit to break the
edge of the non-trip near BH4.

There will be a gap at the front, and a
small notch at the rear that will require
filling.

Rear non-trips in place. Right and left are the
same.

When happy with the fit, glue in place.

Tape tightly and allow to cure.

Rear non-trip taped tightly in place.

Forward Non Trip
Using your razor plane and 80 grit
sanding block, sand the spray rail and
outer chine so that the non-trip sheeting
will lie flat.
Go all the way onto the bottom sheet, as
far as the outer chine goes.

Sanding for sponson non-trip.
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When you are satisfied that the sheeting
will lay flat on the sponsons, glue in place.

Sponson non-trip area sanded and ready.

Clamp until you are 100% positive that the
sheeting is in full contact everywhere.
Make sure that the sheeting is at least
flush at the top and bottom.

Non-trip sheeting in place. Lots of clamps.
Allow to cure.
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We should go into the clamp business!

Sponson Bottoms
Bevel the front of the forward sponson
bottoms (not marked, and R) so that they
will transition nicely into the bottom.
This bevel will be on the outside of the
bottom.
It is much easier to do this now.

Front of sponson bottom beveled for nice
transition.
When happy with the fit, glue in place the
rear sponson bottom (not marked, and R).
At the same time, glue in the forward
bottom. Overlap the forward bottom onto
the rear by about 1/16 to 1/8 inch.
Make sure that the bottoms are aligned all
the way around and clamp, weight and
tape in place until cured.

Note that the rear bottom should overhang
the sponson by about 1/16 inch.
Leave this in place. Don’t sand it off.
Do whatever you need to for a good glue joint.

Keep rear overhang.
Overhang of ride pads.
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Fill and Sand
Use 30 minute epoxy and filler (micro
balloons work very well) to fill the gaps at
both rear non-trips, as well as any gaps
on the hull.
Mix the micro balloons so that the mixture
is like stiff toothpaste. Almost dry
consistency. Work quickly.
Use a piece of scrap wood as a spatula to
apply.
Don’t worry if it’s not pretty. We are going
to sand most of it off anyway.
Also apply this filler mixture to the corner
where the bottom meets the front
sponsons.
Make a nice small fillet. Dip your finger in
denatured alcohol and smooth it as much
as possible.
Wipe off as much excess glue as
possible.

Epoxy/ micro balloons filler on rear non-trips.

Allow to cure overnight.
Sand all filler and rear non-trips with 80.
Sand the 1/16 sponson non-trip sheeting
flush with the spray rail.
Use a piece of tape on the sponson chine
to protect it from the sanding block.
Sand the hull with 80, then 180 or 220.
Cut the tabs holding the hull to the jig.
Be careful not to cut too close to the hull.
Cut low, near the jig.

Same filler at front sponsons.

Stand back and admire your awesome
new Thunderboat hull!
I’ll bet that is was not nearly as difficult as
you thought!
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Glass Seams
Cut the included fiberglass material into
pieces that fit between each bulkhead,
along the center seam.
Also cut a piece to fit across the seam on
the front part of the bottom, where you
added the bottom extensions.
Use whatever glass you have left over to
reinforce the transom to bottom area.
Mix up about 4 ounces of epoxy finishing
resin.
You can add a splash of denatured
alcohol, but not too much. 10-15% is
good.

Glass cloth on seams.

Brush a coat of resin along the seam,
about 3 inches wide. Lay each piece on
the resin and pat down with the brush.
Work quickly.
Do this for each section, the front cross
seam as well as the transom scraps.
Allow to cure.

Don’t forget to glass the transom to bottom.

First coat of epoxy resin.

Ready for epoxy resin.
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Deck Supports
Bevel one end of the deck supports so
that they meet the front bottom sheet
squarely.
Measure the distance from the side stringer,
and mark the bottom so that the deck
supports will be parallel to them.
Glue these in place starting at the front.
Start about ¼ inch back from the front
edge and glue to each bulkhead.
Do this all the way back to bulkhead 6.
We recommend that you use epoxy and
clamp in place.

Cowl deck support parallel with side.

Also install the deck center support
(DCS) to the FRONT of bulkhead 1.
This will provide a gluing surface for the
deck center.

Seal Decks
Place the sponson decks and hull decks so
that they are mirror images of each other.
Mark these sides as the inside.
Mark one side of the deck center as well.

Cowl deck supports glued in place

These will be the undersides of the decks,
and we need to apply 2 coats of resin to all
of them.
Mix up about 2 ounces of epoxy finishing
resin as before. Use a scrap piece of wood
as a squeegee to apply a very thin layer.
Look at the decks from different angles to be
sure that you didn’t miss any spots.
Scrape off as much resin as you can.
Allow to cure.
Sealing the underside of decks.

Once cured, scrape with a NEW utility knife
blade until smooth.
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Sealing Interior
Now we need to seal the inside. It is vital
that all exposed wood be sealed.
Mix up about 6 ounces of epoxy finishing
resin.
Start from the front.
Using a brush, coat all areas of wood
inside the hull. Get inside the holes.
Get the bottom of the deck supports.
Try not to get too much resin in the
threads of the blind nuts.

1 inch cheap brushes work well.

Seal inside the sponsons very well. These
will not be accessible, so they must be
sealed well.
Continue coating the inside with finishing
resin.
If you need to mix more, use a new
container and brush. If you don’t, the old
resin will mess with the new resin, and
create a problem. Trust me…
After you are 100% sure that all exposed
wood inside the hull has been coated, let
it sit overnight.

Second coat being applied after the first
coat has fully cured.

Use any excess resin to seal the
bottoms of the deck pieces for their
second coat. Mix more if needed.
After the finishing resin has had a
chance to cure inside the hull, apply a
second coat.
If you want a nice finish, you can scrape
the first coat of resin with a razor to get
it smooth before applying the second
coat.
Be sure to seal all spaces and holes well.

Be sure that all areas of the hull interior
are sealed with two coats of finishing
resin. Same for the underside of the
decks.
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Press the ¼-20 blind nut into the nut
plate. Use epoxy on the blind nut barrel.
The small end will protrude slightly, and
you want it to.

Assembled pipe mount.

Radio Box
Remove all of the radio box parts: Two
long sides, two short sides, the top and
bottom, as well as the 1/8 ply top with lid.
Sand all the parts smooth with 80.
Lay a piece of plastic wrap or waxed
paper on your bench.
Radio box. Note the “T” and “R” match bottom.

Using Titebond, glue the sides together.
Be sure that the “T” and “R” are inside.
Glue that to the bottom and the top.
The bottom also has an “R” and “T”.
Be sure they match the sides.
Glue the lid frame in place.
This will be one continuous gluing
operation.
Wipe any excess glue from the lip formed
by the lid frame.
Tape the radio box tightly until cured.

Tape radio box tightly while glue cures.
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When cured, glue the radio box spacers
(RS) to the bottom of the radio box.
When cured, sand the entire box with 180.
Stand back and admire your awesome
radio box!

Seal Radio Box
Remove everything from the radio box,
and coat the inside and outside with
finishing resin.
Be careful not to get any buildup in the lip,
where the lid seats. It will make it
impossible for the lid to seal properly. To
get inside the upper part, bend an acid
brush about 120 degrees, this works very
well.

Radio box spacers in place.

You can seal the inside, top and all four
sides of the outside in one session.
Allow to cure overnight.
Apply a second coat of sealer.
Tip: To make sure that the radio box stays
100% free of water, seal the seams.
To do this, use an acid brush and 30
minute epoxy.
Brush on a coat of epoxy to all inside
seams. Bottom to sides and side to side.
Allow to cure for a couple of hours, then
do the same thing with the top to side
corner.
Lay the box upside down and allow to
cure.

Sealing seams of radio box.

Sand the top of the box with 220 grit or
finer, so that the sealing tape has a
smooth surface to adhere to.

Engine rails are pre-drilled for Zipp 3409 mounts.
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Mounting Engine
Your engine should be in its 5 inch
mounts, and have some sort of throttle
assembly installed. We like the simple
throttle bell crank.
Remove the carb and header, if
installed.
Install the engine into the pre-drilled holes
if using Zipp 3409 mounts.
Using brass tubing to align the stuffing tube.
Use a ¼ inch drill bit or long bolt to align
the engine to the hull.
Push this from the bottom, through the
slot and hole in bulkhead 3, and into the
collet.
Try to slip a piece of 9/32 brass tubing
over the rod, up to the collet.
If that fits without interference, slip a piece
of 5/16 brass tubing over that, if that slips
on, slide the 11/32 brass stuffing tube
over that. You may have to sand a little to
get the tubes to fit.

11/32 stuffing tube protruding from hull bottom.

When you can slide the 11/32 tube over
the others without moving anything, it’s
time to glue the stuffing tube.

The stuffing tube is a piece of 11/32 brass
tubing about 3-1/2 inches long.

Rough up the outside of the tube with
coarse sandpaper.

Slip the tube onto the 5/16 tube, until it is
within ¼ inch of the collet.
Tape around the bottom of the tube, so
that no epoxy can seep out.

Tape prevents epoxy from oozing out.
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When happy with the tape job, flip the hull
upright, and set it on small boxes or a
boat stand, as the stuffing tube is now
sticking down.

Epoxy with micro balloons makes a great filler.

Mix up about a 1/4 ounce of 30 minute
epoxy, and mix a little filler in, such as
micro balloons or silica.
Just thicken to about mustard
consistency.

Apply this under, around, behind and on
top of the stuffing tube to hull joint.
Try to be neat, and put some on the
engine side of bulkhead 3.

This stuffing tube will stay in place.

Don’t move anything for at least 4 hours.

When fully cured, cut off the excess 11/32
brass close to the hull.

After tape is removed.
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Radio
Install the Zipp 3422 Pro pushrod seal
aluminum bezels in the radio box.

Assemble both aluminum servo mounts.

Put them into the radio box and attach to
the bottom with the included brass flat
head screws.

Servo mounts bolted to bottom.

Install an EZ connector to the throttle
servo arm. Install on the underside of the
arm, and use the metal retainer, not the
plastic one.

Throttle servo in position. Note EZ connector.

Screw a 4-40 ball link to your rudder servo
arm. Select a position that puts the
pushrod near the top of the (pushrod seal
aluminum bezel) hole.

Cut7-1/2 inches from the 4-40 pushrod.
Make up the 4-40 rudder pushrod.

We used 5/16 OD carbon tubing.
Cut the 4-40x12 inch pushrod in two
pieces. Cut 7-1/2 inches from the unthreaded end.
Put a small 90 degree bend in the ends
(non- threaded ends).

3/16 dowels sanded to fit.
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Sand down a 1 inch long wooden dowel
so that it fits into the carbon tube.
Grind or sand a groove for the 4-40
pushrod in the dowel.

Rough up the end of the pushrod and glue
this assembly into the ends of the carbon
tube.
90 degree bend in pushrod shown.
Wipe off excess epoxy and allow to cure.

Slip the threaded end through the small
end of the rubber pushrod seal.
Put the seal on the bezel and feed the 440 pushrod to the ball link, and thread it in
as far as you can.

Epoxy everything into the carbon tube.

The other (non-threaded) end will slip into
the rudder connector.

Completed pushrod.
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Exhaust
Put the exhaust system on the engine.
The header should be cut so that there is
about 2 inches of header inside the pipe
with the pipe as short as it will go.
Use the Zipp 2008 water cooled flange
and remember that the O-rings go on
each side of the header flare.
Use blue Loctite on the flange bolts.
Use ½ inch ID silicone on the pipe end.
Adjust the pipe so that it is pulled out
about ½ inch from all the way in (14
inches).
Put the engine in place and tighten the
engine mount bolts.
Slip a piece of ½ inch ID silicone tubing
over the end of the pipe, and put the
rubber insert pipe clamp onto that.
Put the lock washer onto the ¼-20x1 inch
screw and slip it through the clamp.
The screw goes through the slot in the
pipe mount, and the nut plate goes in the
back of the pipe mount.

Pipe mount assembled. Top view.

Put the pipe mount about halfway in the
slot.
Tighten this assembly so that it is snug
and rotate the pipe mount so that it sits
flat on the hull bottom.
Do not pull the pipe to either side, as this
can cause the pipe to crack.
Glue the pipe mount where it sits with
epoxy.
Pipe mount in place on hull bottom.
Allow to cure.
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Locate the hole for the exhaust outlet high
on the transom. This will help keep water
out of the pipe when the boat stops.
This can be anywhere on the transom you
want. We like to make an approximate
straight line from the pipe to the transom.
Install the exhaust outlet.
Exhaust outlet. Mount as high as possible.
Measure the aluminum extension tube so
that it fits between the end of the pipe and
the outlet and is ¼ inch shorter.
If the distance is 10 inches, make the
aluminum tube 9-3/4 inches long.

Slip the tube into the ½ inch ID silicone at
the pipe end.
Slip a piece of 5/8 ID silicone, about 2
inches long, onto the other end of the
aluminum tubing.
Pipe adjustment in middle of range.
Line up the aluminum tubing to the outlet
and slip the silicone over both.
Be sure to leave a 1/8 inch gap between
all parts. You don’t want any metal to
metal contact.
You must keep the gap to a minimum to
prevent the silicone from burning through.
When you do your final setup, put plastic
zip ties at all connections.

Pipe, extension and outlet. Use zip ties to secure.
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Hardware
If using Zipp hardware, finish drilling the
holes in the transom with a 5/32 drill bit.
If you use optional blind nuts and 6/32
screws to attach the hardware, use a 3/16
drill.
Assemble your strut to the bracket.
Mount the rudder on the left side of the
transom. You will have to flip the rudder
over and drill out the small hole to 5/32
and use a 6-32 screw and nut.

Strut and rudder mounted to transom.

We drilled a new hole so that we could
keep the rudder at 90 degrees to the
bracket.
Drill the rudder pushrod hole in the
transom with a ¼ inch bit.
Locate the radio box as close to bulkhead
3 as you can.
Leave at least 3/8 inch of space between
the tuned pipe and radio box.
Notice two large screws and nuts on rudder.
Put the unthreaded end of the rudder
pushrod through the hole in the transom,
and into the rudder pushrod connector.
You may need to drill out the connector to
fit the 4-40 pushrod. If so, use a 3/32 bit.
Also remove the set screw when drilling.
Mark the location of the radio box on the
hull bottom.
Remove the rudder.

Adjust the strut so that the bottom of the
boat is 1-1/4 inches off the bench.
Strut flat on the bench with boat sitting on
front sponsons.
Tighten the strut.

Rudder pushrod in place.
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With the engine installed, make the shaft
tube from a piece of 5/16 brass tubing.
Slip the 36 Inch long shaft tube into the
stuffing tube until it hits the collet.
Mark the outside of the tube where the
stuffing tube ends.
Remove the shaft tube and heat the area
around the mark with a torch, until it
changes color. This will anneal the brass
tubing, making it soft, and easy to bend.
Anneal about 5 or 6 inches behind your
mark.

Shaft tube bent. Notice heat discoloration.

After it cools, carefully bend the tube at
your mark. Use your thumbs, and bend a
nice gradual arc.
Slip the tube back in to the stuffing tube
and continue to bend it to meet the strut.
You want one smooth bend, then a
parallel run to the strut.
Hold the tubing next to the strut and mark
where the front of the strut will be.
Shaft tube cut to fit into strut.

Remove the strut from the transom.

Slip the strut onto the 5/16 tubing and
Mark the front of the strut on the tubing.
Remove the strut and measure how far
the tubing goes into the strut.
The Zipp strut is about 3/4 inch.
Cut the tubing behind your forward mark
by this amount, so that with the strut
mounted, the tubing will be fully seated in
the strut.
Deburr the end of the shaft tube, and slip
the strut onto the tube.

Shaft tube installed into strut.

Bolt the strut and shaft tube in place
again.
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Flex Shaft
Slip your drive dog onto the flex shaft, then
the prop. Adjust the drive dog so that you
have about ½ inch of threads showing past
the prop.
Tighten the drive dog set screw.
Make a mark on the shaft against the drive
dog. Remove the drive dog and file or grind
a flat spot for the drive dog set screw.
Drive dog installed.
The flat spot should be about 3/32 inch
deep. Assemble the drive dog with the set
screw. Use thread locker.
Slip the cable into the strut and tube,
being absolutely certain that the cable is
all the way into the collet.
Measure the distance from the back of the
strut to the front of the drive dog. Subtract
3/8 inch from this measurement.
This is the amount to cut off the front of
the cable to leave a 3/8 inch drive dog to
strut gap.

Flat spot for drive dog.

As an example, if the distance from the
strut to drive dog is 3 inch, you would cut
2-5/8 inches off the cable.
This gap is needed because the cable will
“wind up” and get shorter when power is
applied.
Deburr and slightly chamfer or round the
end of the cable for easier insertion.

Measuring flex shaft for cutting.
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Throttle
We used the straight pushrod, vertical bell
crank throttle linkage on the prototype,
and prefer it.
Whatever method you use, take the time
to get it right, as there is very little room
Once you are happy with the way the
rudder and throttle work, remove
everything.

Throttle linkage. No carb in this picture.

Turn fin
Assemble the turn fin to the bracket so
that it is on the inside of the bracket.
If you mount the fin on the outside of the
bracket, it would cause the water to lift the
right sponson in the turns, as water hits
the bracket.

Turn fin bolted to bracket.
Use the ¼-20x3/4 socket head screws to
mount the turn fin bracket to the blind nuts
in the right sponson.

You may have to run a ¼-20 tap in the
blind nuts if there is epoxy in the threads
from sealing the interior.
If all is well with the turn fin, remove it.
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Cowling
The SLR Missile features a one piece
fiberglass cowling. It requires only
sanding and adding two small wood
formers.
Sand the side edges so that they are
straight and even. Be sure to sand
enough so that you are into the white
gel coat.
Sand the bottom of the cowling at the
front and rear with 80 grit paper.
This provides a good surface for the
cowl formers.

Sanding cowling edges. Sand well.

Use waxed paper and put the forward
cowl deck former in place with its 3/16
dowel. The waxed paper will prevent the
former from being glued to the boat. Use
small clamps inside to hold the former
flush with bulkhead 1.
Do not glue in the dowel until after the
decks are on.
Do the same with the rear former, only
use small clamps to hold it slightly
above flush. Use waxed paper.

Waxed paper at front cowl former.

Set the cowl in place and center it on
the deck support strips.
If all is well, put epoxy on the front and
rear deck formers and set the cowl deck
in place. Use only a small amount of
epoxy. We don’t want it to run. The idea
is to NOT glue the cowl to the boat.
Be sure that the deck is flush with
bulkhead 1 and centered on the deck
strips. There will be some overhang at
the rear.
Scrap wood used to hold rear former in place.
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Clamp the cowl deck completely along
both sides and against the deck
formers.
Double check that everything is in
contact and allow to dry for several
hours or overnight.

When cured, sand the rear of the cowl
deck flush with the transom.
Gluing front cowl former.

Remove the clamps and remove the
cowl assembly.
Reinstall the cowling and sand the front
flush with bulkhead 1.
If you have any leftover epoxy in the
next steps, use some to create a small
fillet on the cowl formers.
Only put a fillet on the BACK of the front
former and the FRONT of the rear
former. If not, the cowl won’t fit.
Glue the forward deck center support (DCS)
in front of bulkhead 1, and flush with the top.
The deck center will sit on this. Seal this with
epoxy when you can.

Rear cowl former in place.

You must provide cowl flotation, as
fiberglass does not float. It’s not a
question of if you will lose your cowling,
it’s when…
Use foam and epoxy to glue it into the
cowling.
You must block the air from blowing
straight through the cowling, by diverting it
down, and over the exhaust before it can
exit. See last page for a diagram of the air
flow needed.

Foam floatation and air baffle in place.
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Do this with a piece of foam, sanded to
conform to the inside of the cowling, just
at bulkhead 3.

We will be cutting air holes in the front of
the cowling, and an air exit where the
“dashboard” would be.
If we didn’t have an air dam, the air would
come in the front of the cowling, and sail
straight through to the air exit, carrying
very little heat with it.
We need it
to go into the front, and go around the
bottom of the hull, before going up to the
“dashboard” and rear air exit.

Air baffle in place. Coat with epoxy.

Top Deck
The Bullitt deck is done in 5 pieces;
Two deck sides, two sponson decks and
one deck center.
It is important that you test fit and fully
understand how the deck fits on before
you epoxy.
All decks should already have 2 coats of
epoxy on one side. If not, get it done.
Decks ready to seal.

The deck halves are attached, allowed to
cure, and the center deck is attached at
the front.
The sponson decks are done last.
The cowling covers most of the open center
section.
Sand the top of the bulkheads so that the
tabs are gone, and the bulkhead has a nice
curve down to the side stringer.
Use your plane to bevel the side stringer.
Before you glue anything, lets test fit the
decks.

Top decks taped in place.
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Put the cowling in place. Draw a line on
each side of the cowling. These lines should
trace the cowl on each side, marked on the
deck supports.
Remove the cowling.
Using a couple of small clamps, clamp one
deck to the deck support near the front and
rear.
Use masking tape, tape the rear portion of
the deck down. Tape at the transom too.
Continue taping the front portion.

Marking decks for cowling.

Make sure that the inside edge of the deck
covers your line on the deck support.
If all looks well, make an alignment mark on
the deck and deck support. This will make it
easier to line up the deck when you are
gluing it in place.
Set the cowl in place and trace directly onto
the decks.

One deck in place being marked for trimming.

These will be your trim lines. Trim the deck
to these lines. You will now align the pre-cut
decks to the lines you drew on the deck
supports.
For the deck installation, make sure that the
hull is sitting on your flat work surface. If the
hull is twisted, the deck installation will lock it
in that position. Weight the hull down so that
it remains straight.
You will need a small glue brush for the next
steps.
Mix about 1/2 ounce of 30 minute epoxy.

Deck being glued in place with epoxy.

Use your brush to coat all areas that this
deck will touch. Bulkheads, stringers and
deck support. Work quickly. Paint a thin coat
of epoxy onto the deck perimeter.
As soon as everything is ready, start
clamping and taping the deck as before.
Use your alignment mark to save time.
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You can clamp to the sponson deck
supports (SDS) near the front.
Tape the crap out of the deck, make sure it
is completely attached, allow to cure at least
3 hours and repeat the procedure on the
other side.
Make sure the hull stays weighted on the
bench until all decks are cured.
Do whatever necessary to clamp 100%.

Glue the 3/16 dowel to the front of the cowl.
Do not glue the cowl to the boat!
Once all decks are cured, fit and glue in the
deck center with 30 minute epoxy. The deck
center should cover the deck center support
glued to bulkhead 1.

Tape tightly in place. Let sit for at least 3
hours.
We used a couple of clamps made from 3
inch PVC pipe, sliced into rings about an
inch wide with about 1 inch cut out.
Deck center fitted and glued.

Sand the tops of the bulkheads and DS
parts. Bevel the forward non trip sheeting to
accept the sponson decks.
Glue the sponson decks on the same way.
Test fit the decks into the 1/16 slots. Adjust
the tabs as needed.
Try to get a nice tight fit with the sponson
decks.
You can cut the top center of all bulkheads
(2, 3, 4 and 5) off at this point. Cut just to the
deck supports. Sand and seal the cut areas.
Mix up some 30 minute epoxy and pour it
into the nose to create a strong joint. Do
this for all three pieces at the nose.
Makes the boat less likely to split when
you hit something…

Sponson deck being glued.
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Cowl Latch
Put the cowl in place and drill a 1/8 inch
hole where marked on the transom.
Drill through the transom and the rear
cowl former.
Hold the cowl down and drill slowly.
Remove the cowling and drill the hole in
the transom ONLY to 13/64 inch.
The latch should go all the way in until the
body is almost flush on the inside of the
transom.
This gives the latch maximum penetration
into the cowl former.

Drilling cowl former 1/8 inch.

Test the fit of the hatch latch, but do not
glue in until the boat is painted.

Drill transom only to 13/64.

Latch installed, but not glued.

Latch pressed in. Don’t glue until paint.
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Radio Box
Put the radio box on your marks, and be
sure that your throttle pushrod seal does not
interfere with bulkhead 3. If it does, move
the radio box slightly to the left.
Try to maintain at least 3/8 inch clearance
from the pipe.
You can epoxy the box in place or bolt it in.
If you bolt it in, use bolts, washers and nuts
with the nuts inside the radio box. We use 3.

Radio box in place.

Attach the throttle pushrod to the throttle
bellcrank and to your throttle servo. Bend
the pushrod as needed.
Hook up the throttle and rudder pushrods.

Water Supply Lines
The holes in the bulkheads are sized for
DuBro XL silicone tubing. We use it from
the rudder to the engine.
Make sure that the holes are not too
small from epoxy.
Route the water lines to the lowest
fitting first. In low and out high. This
pushes air out of the system.

Finishing

Cooling lines in place.

Remove everything from the hull.
Sand the entire hull with 80.
Fill any dings, dents, craters, valleys or
chips with wood filler.
When dry, sand again with 180. Check to
make sure that all imperfections are filled.
If not, fill and sand again.
Spend a little time getting this right, as it
will make your boat look so much better
when done.
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Blow off the hull with compressed air, or
use a vacuum to get the dust off.
Mix about 1 ounce of finishing resin.
Use a credit card to spread out the resin
on the top and sides.
Squeegee as much as you can. Get a thin
even coat of resin on all areas.
Use a small acid brush to get the edges.
Scrape as much resin as possible. You
just want to wet the wood with resin, any
excess will just have to be sanded off
later.
This first coat is easy, as the wood will
darken as it gets wetted with resin.
The second coat will be a little more
challenging, but will use far less resin and
be faster to cover.
When you are sure that all areas on the
top and sides are covered, let it cure
overnight.

When cured, scrape the epoxy with a new
utility knife blade. Hold it straight up (90
degrees to the surface).
When done, blow the dust off and do the
bottom.

Repeat the whole thing for the second
coat,

Scrape the second coat and sand any
corners lightly with 180.

Wipe the hull down with alcohol or
degreaser designed for paint.
Use a tack cloth lightly to remove any
dust.
Spray a light coat of primer. Let this flash
for a few minutes, and spray a heavy coat
on.
Let sit overnight.
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When the primer is dry, use spot putty to
fill any nicks or surface imperfections.
When dry, wet sand with 220 on the
rubber block.
If you are happy with the surface, spray
on another medium coat of primer.
When dry, wet sand with 600 or 800.
Use compressed air or a vacuum to
remove the dust on the inside and outside
of the hull.
Wipe down the entire boat with alcohol.
Use a tack cloth to lightly wipe all
surfaces.

White primer and red spot putty.

Spray your color coats.
When cured, wet sand with 800-1000 and
clear coat the entire hull.
Make sure the clear is completely cured
before final assembly.
Apply your decals.
Wipe the area with alcohol, allow to dry.
Remove the backing from the decal. If you
have trouble removing the backing, press
or squeegee it firmly, and try again.
Align the decal and press firmly to
surface. Roll or squeegee in place.
Remove transfer sheet from top of decal.
Spot putty fills the little imperfections.

Final assembly

Before you bolt anything to the hull, give it
a good coat of paste wax. Don’t wax the
bottom.
Sand the bottom of the sponsons with
220-320 wet. Just remove the gloss.
Sand in the direction of travel.
Put the boat on your stand. This is where
it will live, when it’s not in the water.

Push the strut to the table so that it is flat
on the table while the transom is 1-1/4
inches.
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Sharpen the turn fin. Using a file (or grinder)
and 220 grit paper, sharpen the right side of the
turn fin only.

Tighten the strut in the brackets.

The front and bottom should be sharp, and the
back flat.

Install the flex shaft.

Put the turn fin in its mount, and bolt it onto the
sponson with the ¼-20 screws, into the blind
nuts.
Install the engine.
We install the engine with pipe and carb
attached.
It takes some pressing and wiggling, but it will
go.
Install the radio box.
Install the shaft tube.
Install the strut, pushing the end of the shaft
tube all the way in. Leave the strut loose in the
brackets.
Put the boat on a flat surface. You can hang the
turn fin over the side of the table.
Block up the transom 1-1/4 inch from the table.

Install the rudder assembly

Install the fuel bag and fuel lines. Install
water outlets.
Install water lines.
Push the rudder and throttle pushrods
through the pushrod seals.
Attach both ends of the pushrods, making
sure the seals are on the outside of the
radio box.
Make sure all your water lines are firmly
attached. Use those teeny little tie wraps
at each fitting.

Center of Gravity
The CG is very important.
The CG is at bulkhead 3.
Check the CG with everything installed
and no fuel in the tank.
To check the CG, pick the boat up with
one finger on each side of bulkhead 3.
The boat should balance within ½ inch of
bulkhead 3.
If it is tail heavy, add as much weight as
necessary to balance.
Don’t worry about the weight. The boat
can handle it.
This is critical. If the CG is any farther
back, the boat will blow off the water at
high speeds, as well as “hop” in the turns.

Be sure to leave at least 3/8 inch gap here.
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Running
If you are using a new engine, you should run it
on the stand before going to the pond.
This will do several things; It will allow the
engine to loosen up a little, making starting a
simple matter, as well as get YOU familiar with
its starting and running characteristics.
When new, the engines are very tight, and
starting is difficult at best.
Under no circumstances should you ever run a
marine engine for an extended time without
cooling water.
Use our 3521 garden hose adapter.
If you are going to run the boat on the stand,
take the prop off, but leave the shaft connected
to the engine. This will help to “break in” the
strut bushings.

You can give it a little gas as it gets to the
water, but not too much. Most people
don’t like getting sprayed with water…
Let the engine warm up for 30 seconds or
so before giving it full throttle.
Drive past yourself, and make sure you
have a stream of cooling water.
If you don’t see any, bring it in pronto!
If all looks good, hit it!
Notice how the boat rides in the straights.
Does it lean or pull to one side?
Is the deck and transom level?
How about the turns? Does the transom
rise or fall in the turns? Does it slide or
hook?
It’s a good idea to have a helper write
down your comments as you run the boat.
After the run, you can use the included
“Hydro Tuning Tools” sheet to help you
sort out any problems.

At the pond
Make sure your transmitter and receiver
batteries are fresh, or fully charged.
Do a range check with your transmitter antenna
down, and note the distance. You should do a
range check every day that you run. Should a
problem arise, you can fix it before you damage
anything. Tape the lid on the radio box with
radio box tape. Regular tape leaves a residue.

We appreciate you buying this kit and
hope that you enjoy it as much as we do!

Make sure that your prop is sharp and
balanced.
Make sure all screws and nuts are tight.

support@zippkits.com

If you need any help with any aspect of
this kit, please contact us via email of
phone.

Toll Free (866) 922-9477

Fill the tank; turn on your transmitter, then
receiver.
Wiggle the rudder so you know it works, and
then start the engine.
Don’t rev the engine much, as there is no load
on the prop until it’s in the water.
To launch, have a helper toss the boat in level.
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Troubleshooting
Boat bounces in the straights-

Boat blows over at high speed-

Strut too high
CG too far back
Speed too slow
CG too far back
Strut too high

Boat “plows”-

CG too far forward
Strut too low
Strut negative

Boat is very “light” and unstable-

Strut too high
CG too far back

Boat needs left trim to go straight- Prop walk
Prop walk
Prop walk
Turn fin not aligned correctly
Prop walk
Boat slides too much in turnsTurn fin bent
Turn fin too small
Turn fin fell off!
Boat hooks in turns-

CG too far back
Rudder servo weak
Lateral (side to side) balance off

Boat “dances” in the straights

Pretty cool, huh?

Boat “hops”

CG too far back or too much lift in prop

Boat is slow and won’t turn-

Get a Zippkits boat!
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Tuning notes
The SLR Missile is just like any 3 point hydro, as far as tuning and adjustment.
There are a few things that you should know when you are tuning your boat for maximum
performance.
The most important thing is to understand blow overs.
Blow overs can only occur if the angle of attack gets positive.
Angle of attack is the angle that the boat hull strikes the air. Since the bottoms of our hydros
are flat, we use that for a reference point.
The turn fin can have a strong influence on angle of attack if it is not aligned properly.
Also note that this hull is designed to turn right. Left corrections can be made at full throttle,
but due to prop rotation, left turns are not pretty.
Remember that if you don’t allow the nose to come up, the chance of blowing over is greatly
reduced.
Be aware of wind conditions and always watch the nose of the boat. If it starts to rise, let off
the throttle slightly to settle it.
The Missile does not warn you before it blows over, so you must watch the nose, especially when
running into the wind.
Turn Fin:
Start with the turn fin parallel with the top of the bracket. Run the boat, and test. Angle the fin
so that the bottom is very slightly kicked forward and try again. Repeat this process until the
boat climbs up on the turn fin when you give a left correction.
The ideal turn fin position is slightly back from this.
You want the fin bottom as far forward as possible, without the boat climbing the fin with left
rudder.
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Carb bellcrank and carb arm in place. Optional 3558 aluminum arm shown.

Bellcrank pushes arm open. Throttle spring closes.

Deck support trimmed for carb clearance.

Makes installing complete engine easier.
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Cowl vent templates.
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